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The scenario for this report is that my parents have just given me $10,000 for my university funds 
in five years’ time. They have been saving this money for a number of years and they have 
specified that it is to be used for my tertiary education and nothing else. I have been given the 
choice between a savings account and a term deposit at either ANZ or ASB.  
 
I have chosen ANZ five year term deposit over the ASB term deposit because their interest rate is 
0.3% higher which can account for a lot over a five year term, $185. The ANZ deposit will leave me 
with $2,833 interest compared to $2,648 with ASB.  The interest rates for the deposits are fixed for 
the term of the investment so they are both stable and trustworthy options. 
 
I have chosen the term deposit from ANZ over their various savings accounts and ASB’s other 
accounts, including their term deposit, since I will not need the money until I come to pay my 
university fees. With ANZ’s term deposit you cannot access your deposited amount until the 
account has matured. If you withdraw your money from the account prior to maturity the interest 
rate on the broken amount will be reduced. This will stop me spending the money until I need it. 
This account is ideal for my situation since I will not need access to the funds for the five years I 
have to go before I go to university. Also, I am not self-sufficient yet and my parents pay for my 
needs so it is highly unlikely I will have to withdraw the money prior to maturity. 
 
I currently bank with ANZ and I would prefer to continue banking with them. I like their website and 
there are two ANZ ATM machines close to my home. Also, a lady from ANZ came to our 
Accounting class recently and gave us pens and showed us a good video. Both my parents bank 
with ANZ. When I visited each bank there were quite different responses to me. The staff member 
at ANZ was very helpful and friendly but the staff member at ASB was not particularly interested in 
my questions. This may have been because I am not an account holder but I was not impressed 
with his manner. The transition to ASB could be stressful. To open a term deposit at ASB you have 
to be banking with them at the time or you will be charged a fee to open the account. ANZ recently 
expanded its branches by buying National Bank, increasing its financial security. This means that 
ANZ is very highly unlikely to go into receivership securing my funds for the term of my investment.   
 
In conclusion, I have chosen the ANZ term deposit over their savings account and ASB’s various 
accounts since I believe it is the right account for my current situation. The ANZ term deposit offers 
me the highest interest rate of 5%, 0.3% higher than ASB’s term deposit and 2.25% higher than 
both their savings accounts.  
 
Other reasons I have chosen the ANZ term deposit over ASB is that my family members are 
already ANZ customers and the rules of their term deposit will stop me spending the money until 
university. 
 
 
 
Support material, table comparing account fees and interest rates for savings and term deposits at each of 
the banks, has been provided. 


